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Board Quality Problems on the Doubleface Side
Hot Plate Section Article 3
In the previous articles, we indicated there would be a series of articles focused on board defects
which occur on the DB side of the sheet. This is the third article of that series.
As we discussed, not all defects on the DB side are bonding related, we will also cover warp,
wrinkles, peelers, and other defects on the DB side.
Common issues found by our Technical Specialists are problems coming from problems with
maintaining proper hot plate vessel temperatures, level and transitioning, and the proper amount of
ballast pressure in the down position during the speed curve. As many of you already know, there
are different types of hot plates. Examples are chest type, tube type, etc. The various type exhibit
different abilities as far as maintaining surface temperature as demand increases with speed and
board grade; the deflection (or warpage) of the plate surface as heat is removed from the top of
the plate as speed increases; and the amount of pressure ballast needed as demand changes. In
addition, there are theories and discussions for the advantages of running “cool to hot”, “hot to cool”
and “hot, hot, hot” as far as hot plate surface temperatures.
All these variables can get somewhat confusing as you try to improve overall board quality and
eliminate DB board defects. Our Team of Technical Specialists can help you better understand
these variables and how they impact your operation.
For more detail on the impact of your decisions and equipment types of your hot plates and
temperature targets, please contact one of CCI’s Technical Specialist at 800-669-7589 or
solutions@corrugatedchemicals.com. “Stay tuned” for the next section on DB board quality issues.
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